
“In Q3 2022 we have seen an ongoing trend of 

(alternative) lenders acting very cautious and selective. 

The combination of increasing inflation and interest 

rates with high raw materials and energy prices makes 

the raising of a suitable financing package even more 

challenging.

We have observed increasing numbers in distressed 

credits and expect this to continue in the coming 

months. Nowadays, special situation funds finally see 

their chances increasing, after a long period in which 

there was little for them to do. This shows that in the 

debt landscape there will always be players responding 

to changing circumstances.

  It is precisely this turmoil in the financing market 

that gives the role of debt advisor additional value. The 

current conditions call for expertise and flexibility, 

while keeping in mind that a more stable future 

lies ahead. With creativity, smart structuring, close 

cooperation and a broad network, we will continue to 

arrange attractive financing packages for our clients.” 

BAS STOETZER
PARTNER, OAKLINS DEBT ADVISORY
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M&A ACTIVITY IN  
THE NETHERLANDS 

Dealmaking in the Netherlands slowed down 
in Q3 2022, but remained well above historical 
averages.

After a slight uptick in M&A activity in Q2 2022, 
M&A activity in the Netherlands slowed down 
again in Q3 2022. Compared to 2021YTD, 
2022YTD started relatively slow with 844 deals 
during the first three quarters. Nevertheless, 
dealmaking in Q3 2022 was still well above 
historical averages and indicates that also during 
uncertain times M&A activity remains strong, 
although the first signs of a more challenging 
dealmaking environment are visible.

When looking in further detail by month, a strong 
rebound is present in July (127 deals), caused 
by the typical pressure to close deals before 
the summer holidays. Overall, dealmaking in Q3 
2021 decreased by 5% with respect to Q2 2021, 
primarily driven by fewer PE deals as a result of 
recent surging interest rates, while the number 
of strategic deals remained relatively stable. 
This is also what we observe in practice and will 
become clearer in Q4, as strategic buyers have a 
long-term vision and therefore appetite for M&A 
remains strong.

When examining M&A activity per deal size, Q3 
2022 shows relatively fewer <€5m deals and 
significantly more mid-and larger-sized deals 
(€100m-€500m), compared to Q2 2022. In 
comparison to last quarter, the relative number 
of > €50m and > €100m deals has increased with 
23% and 46%, respectively. 

The distribution of deals in the Netherlands by 
sector changed slightly in Q3 2022. The TMT 
sector remains the most active, as appetite 
in the current macroenvironment for higher 
quality assets such as software and tech-
enabled services remains strong. In line with 
the same trend, business services industry 
gained one percentage point compared to the 
previous quarter, at the expense of industrials 
& construction industry. Rising energy costs 
and the uncertain market dynamics resulted in 
many horticulture transactions being put on hold, 
which resulted in significantly fewer deals in the 
food & agri category – losing one percentage 
point  compared to the previous quarter.

M&A update
Number of deals in the Netherlands

Deals per size category in the Netherlands

Deal breakdown per industry in the Netherlands (LTM)

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, Mergermarket, Alex van Groningen, Oaklins research

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, Mergermarket, Alex van Groningen, Oaklins research
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Number of deals in the Netherlands

Deals per size category in the Netherlands

Deal breakdown per industry in the Netherlands (LTM)

M&A update

VALUATION PARAMETERS  
OF EUROPEAN DEALS 

Valuation levels are coming down following 
macroeconomic uncertainty and increasing 
interest rates, yet remain high nonetheless.

The Q3 2022 median LTM EBITDA multiples 
decreased by 0.2x to 10.8x compared to Q2 
2022. Current publicly available LTM median 
EV/EBITDA transaction multiples are still 
remarkably high and in stark contrast with 
expectations given the current macroeconomic 
environment and what we see in practice. 

In terms of multiples per buyer category, current 
market data does not echo the valuation levels 
in practice. With rising interest rates, we expect 
PE buyers to reprice current macroeconomic 
factors in their valuations, resulting in lower 
transaction multiples, converging the valuation 
gap between PE and strategic buyers. 

The high multiples are primarily a result of 
a relatively high number of software / IT 
deals in the mix (28% of all deals) and fewer 
transactions in lower-valued sectors, resulting 
in a relatively higher median. Moreover, 
the trend of fewer disclosures of European 
transaction multiples continued, except for a 
bias towards disclosure of high multiples, such 
as Ideagen (developer of compliance software) 
by Hg (132.2x) and Mercell (developer of 
e-tendering and procurement software) by 
Thoma Bravo (68.5x). As a result, due to the 
high variance across EV/EBITDA multiples, 
the relatively small dataset is highly skewed, 
leading to less reliant data for robust analysis 
per buyer and sector category.

Looking at the Q3 2022 deals per size category 
in more detail shows recognizable valuations 
to what we see in practice. Across all deal 
sizes, a substantial decrease in valuation 
multiples is observed. The largest drop is 
present for €5m-€50m deals from 8.4x to 6.8x 
LTM median EV/EBITDA and for >€500m deals 
from 15.0x to 13.5x LTM median EV/EBITDA. 
This provides some evidence that current 
European valuations have been repriced to 
reflect a market of higher risk, higher interest 
rates, less liquidity, and lower expected future 
earnings. In line with our previously shared 
expectations, buyers will seek deals at lower 
valuations. However, these declining valuations 
will be counterbalanced by the sheer volume 
of money available that needs to be deployed.

European EV/EBITDA multiples (LTM medians)

European EV/EBITDA multiples per buyer category (LTM medians)

European EV/EBITDA multiples per size category (LTM medians)

European EV/EBITDA multiples per sector (LTM medians)

Source: S&P Global - Capital IQ; Oaklins research

Source: S&P Global - Capital IQ, Oaklins research

Source: S&P Global - Capital IQ, Oaklins research
Note 1: 'not meaningful'

Sector 4Q21 1Q22 2Q22 3Q22

Healthcare n.m.1 13.9 11.1 12.9

Food 12.7 10.8 9.6 9.7

IT 11.0 11.3 11.3 11.1

Communication Services 9.8 10.0 11.0 11.9

Industrials n.m. 7.1 8.3 7.4

Consumer goods 10.6 10.0 9.5 9.3

Materials 6.7 6.7 n.m. 7.8

Energy n.m. n.m. n.m. 6.8

Source: S&P Global - Capital IQ, Oaklins research
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PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY IN 
THE NETHERLANDS

PE involvement represented 22% of all 
M&A activity in the Netherlands in Q3 
2022, which was significantly lower in 
comparison to historical quarters. 

As expected, we observe that the ongoing 
higher interest rates have put downward 
pressure on the number of M&A transactions, 
especially for deals with PE involvement. The 
low-interest environment of last years has 
made way for a slightly more challenging 
dealmaking environment with higher interest 
rates and higher barriers to secure debt. 
When looking in more detail, Q3 2022 saw 
50 companies being sold to PE, versus 59 
in the previous quarter. At the same time, 
the relative share of PE buyers in the mix 
decreased from 20% in Q2 2022 to 18% in 
Q3.

As acquisition financing became less easily 
available for PE end of Q2/beginning of Q3, 
strategic buyers became a more dominant 
buyer group at the cost of PE. Another trend 
we see is an increasing number of bids with 
earn-outs and vendor loans due to uncertainty 
and difficult financing landscape. At the same 
time, the vast amount of capital available for 
deployment in PE counterbalances these 
effects to a certain extent, but at lower 
valuations as the current interest rates will 
be priced in.

Main Capital and Quadrum Capital share 
the first position as most active PE firms in 
the Netherlands over the last twelve months 
with 11 deals. Waterland Private Equity, 
Capital A and Main Capital have long held 
the top 3 positions, but Quadrum Capital 
has overtaken them over the last 12 months. 
Although Main Capital was still highly active, 
Main Capital has recently completed more 
deals outside the Netherlands, with several 
deals in Germany, as well as the Nordics. 
Capital A takes the number two position with 
10 deals. Other notably active private equity 
firms over the last 12 months include Parcom 
Capital with 9 deals, Waterland Private Equity 
with 8 deals, Egeria with 6 deals and Anders 
Invest with 6 deals.

Private equity deal involvement in the Netherlands

Most active private equity funds in the Netherlands (LTM)

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; Mergermarket; Alex van Groningen; Oaklins research

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; Mergermarket; Alex van Groningen; Oaklins research 
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Private equity deal involvement in the Netherlands

Most active private equity funds in the Netherlands (LTM)

FUNDRAISING ACTIVITY IN 
THE NETHERLANDS

PE fundraising lost momentum in Q3 
2022 as investors are more cautious in 
the current macroeconomic environment.

After a record-breaking fundraising year 
in 2021, Dutch fundraising lost momentum 
in Q3 2022. The slowdown in Dutch 
fundraising is in line with expectations given 
the current macroeconomic environment. 
Due to difficult market conditions, investors 
are tightening the purse strings.

In contrast to Q2, both Dutch and 
international PE fundraising shows 
significantly lower activity, as the market 
seems to hit a stable state after impressive 
growth of number of funds and average 
size of funds. With rising interest rates 
and obtaining debt financing becoming 
more difficult, this might have put several 
fundraising processes to a standstill.

In Q3 2022, notable new funds raised by 
international PEs include BC Partners, 
raising ca. €5.3bn in committed capital for 
its 11th flagship fund. This was supposed to 
be BC Partners’ largest fund to date, but 
the firm struggled to convince sufficient 
investors, even after extending fundraising 
by several months.

In addition, UK-based private equity firm 
Synova raised $1bn for its 5th fund, beating 
its original target. This fund will invest 
in growth companies within technology, 
business services and financial services 
across the UK and Ireland, but also 
Continental Europe.

As many LPs have hit their allocation targets 
for the year, we do not expect a strong Q4 
2022 in terms of PE fundraising. Going 
forward, PE fundraising cycles will revert to 
historical sustainable levels, as the record-
breaking pace in terms of fundraising in 
2021 cannot be sustained.

M&A update

Funds raised by Dutch PE (L24m)

Selection of foreign funds raised investing in the Netherlands (L24m)

Source: ARX Corporate Finance; Oaklins research

Source: ARX Corporate Finance; Oaklins research
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An update on the European and Dutch 
leveraged buyout market and lender 
landscape

Debt advisory services
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Debt update

EUROPEAN LEVERAGED  
FINANCE MARKET

Effects of instability

Persistent concerns around the impact of 
geopolitical instability have continued to 
cause turmoil in the European debt market. 
The ongoing Russian invasion in Ukraine has 
caused higher energy prices in Europe, a 
continent already under pressure from rising 
inflation and interest rates. 

Q3 2022 has confirmed what we saw earlier, 
which is that we are at one of the lowest debt 
issuance years since the Euro debt crisis in 
2012. The issuance of senior debt as well as 
high yield bonds was of lower numbers than 
during Q2. As we are also seeing companies 
postponing major strategic decisions that 
require funding, the problem lies not only on 
the supply side. We will discuss this further in 
this newsletter.

The uncertain situation has caused the 
average TLB spread in the debt markets to 
increase significantly from ca. E+450 bps in 
Q2 to ca. E+515 bps this quarter. The lack 
of a horizon in the conflict between Russia 
and Ukraine and the high interest rates 
aimed at battling inflation has caused the 
price increase to continue. Loan pricing has 
not reached these levels since Q2 2012 for 
spreads and Q4 2011 for yields, which at that 
point in time were impacted by the eurozone 
debt crisis. 

Higher yields on public debt markets have 
narrowed the difference in spread levels 
versus the private debt markets, where 
pricing is generally higher. Private debt 
market pricing has remained relatively stable 
the last months as competition among debt 
funds remains of high levels. Since Q2 2022, 
we see in our daily debt practice that debt 
funds are increasingly adjusting their pricings 
and fees upwards for the Dutch mid market. 
This has resulted in an uplift of margins with 
ca. 50bps since Q2 2022.

Newly issued leveraged loans in EURbn – Europe

Forward loan volumes in EURbn – Europe

Average TLB Primary Spread and YTM – Europe

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence
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In terms of leverage levels, it is difficult to 
draw conclusions as the number of deals 
is relatively low this year. Nevertheless, 
we observe that the long-term trend of an 
increase in deals with leverage above 6.0x 
is stagnating. This is a logical consequence 
of current circumstances, where financiers 
are more cautious to provide funding and 
terms are tightening.This is underlined by 
the increase in percentage of deals with a 
leverage below 4.9x and the decrease in 
the deals above 5.0x.

When looking at the leveraged buyout 
purchase multiples, we observe a general 
decrease from 12.3x in 2020 to 10.2x LTM 
Q3 2022. Here, we do see that it is mainly 
the average equity contribution that is 
decreasing, while the buyout leverage 
multiples remains on a stable level of ca. 
5.6x.

It is expected that a prolonged period 
of macro-economic and geopolitical 
uncertainty will further impact both 
the valuations and availability of debt 
financing going forward. Still, the number of 
distressed credits has remained relatively 
low. Due to current inflationary expectations 
and continuing concerns around a looming 
recession, we expect to be seeing an 
increase in the number of restructurings and 
defaults in Q4 2022.

From an social and economic perspective, 
it is hoped for stability in 2023, although 
the right financial advisor will find a solid 
solution in these challenging times. The 
impact of the current economic climate will 
present its opportunities once calm has 
returned to Europe.

Distribution Debt/EBITDA levels sponsored deals – Europe1

Leveraged buyout purchase price multiples – Europe2

Number of defaults vs restructurings – Europe

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence
Note 1: Based upon transaction count

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence
Note 2: Purchase price multiple based on Pro Forma Trailing EBITDA

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence; LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence
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Debt update

LENDERS ARE RECONSIDERING THEIR POSITION AS UNCERTAINTY INCREASES

Selection of recent Dutch leveraged mid-market deals

Source: LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence; Oaklins research

Date Company Purpose Sponsor Lender Leverage Debt (in €m)

11-2021 Techone Refinancing Nedvest Barings n/a n/a

12-2021 Innovent Acquisition Nordian Capital Rabobank n/a n/a

12-2021 KidsKonnect Acquisition Five Arrows Permira 6.0x 45M

12-2021 TB Auctions Acquisition Castik Capital Permira n/a n/a

2-2022 Odin Groep Acquisition Apax France
Arcmont, Partners 

Group
5.0x 160M

2-2022 Tandarts Today Growth Gilde Healthcare Ares n/a n/a

2-2022 VMN Media Acquisition Bencis Eurazeo 3.0x 18M

3-2022
Avit Group and 

Wingmen
Acquisition Quadrum Capital n/a n/a n/a

6-2022
Cosmetique 

Totale
Growth BB Capital Kartesia n/a n/a

7-2022
Dutch Dental 

Group
Refinancing HC Partners Ares n/a n/a

8-2022 TDTG Acquisition Holland Capital OLB n/a n/a

8-2022 Interstellar Refinancing Quadrum Capital Barings 5.0x 125M

Slow restart of the European loan market

The European leveraged loan market is on pace for its slowest 
year of issuance since the Euro debt crisis in 2012. Despite 
the volume is expected to pick up, few participants expect a 
significant shift to the issuance levels of previous years. For 
senior debt, the total volume at the start of October is roughly 
EUR 45bn, versus ca. EUR 105bn at this point in 2021. In high 
yield corporate bonds, issuance of just EUR 16.5bn is even at a 
bigger difference, being 81% behind the same period last year. 
This particular asset class could be on course for its lowest 
yearly numbers since the global financial crisis of 2008.

Nevertheless, we remain positive that the issuance numbers of 
this year will improve. For example, the pipeline of deals and 
loans mandated but not yet launched stands at EUR 10.9bn 
as of the beginning of September. This may rise to EUR 15bn 
when high-yield deals are included. A banker said: “there is 
cash and a willingness to deploy, but people are generally slow 
and cautious to do so”. This development is underlined by the 
fact that banks have shown more appetite to add assets to 
their own balance sheets. As interest rates have risen globally, 
banks are able to expand their balance sheets again, and are 
rediscovering that it can be profitable to lend.

An example of this is a statement of supermarket retailer Asda, 
which said they would fund the GBP 600m takeover of Co-ops 
forecourts business through bank financing.

Also, older underwritten deals have been closed this year, often 
for lower total amounts than initially disclosed. Banks are not 
necessarily absent in supplying loans, it is more the corporate 
sector that is delaying risky decisions that require funding. This 
is one of the causes of the low 2022 issuance numbers. “Maybe 
we'll see some opportunistic issuance, but we are unlikely to 
see new large underwritten deals for the rest of the year – Q4 
at a push”, a banker added. On the other hand, higher pricing 
makes it unattractive for corporates to raise funding these days.

The slow autumn start, combined with this year's low issuance 
totals, stands in stark contrast with the leveraged finance 
volume Europe hosted last years. Current sentiment, combined 
with an instable geopolitical climate, indicates that the European 
loan market has a long way to go. In times like these it is 
essential to appoint the right debt advisor, who offers flexibility 
in approaching senior banks and alternative lenders to find 
attractive financing, while not losing sight of the horizon.
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Sector in the spotlight
Industry 4.0
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Industry 4.0 is a broad term that describes the digital transformation 
in the industrial/manufacturing industry. In the transformation, the 
industrial value chain gets networked  through information and 
communication technology so all the end-product, machinery, 
software systems and people involved can interact.

Due to the increased need of customers to have more customized 
stand-alone products and the growing competition, industrial 
companies are under pressure to make production and logistics 
processes more flexible.

In the ideal situation, self-controlled production is achieved 
through a constant exchange of data through the value chain, 
enabled by the internet of things and cyber-physical systems. 
Connecting physical objects can enable the production of a wider 
range of products in smaller batches.

The transition is of great importance to industrial companies, as 
they are asset-heavy and technology-heavy with relatively fixed 
workflows. Therefore, these companies have great potential to 
optimize their digital processes. Today, it is essential for these 
types of companies to transform its processes.

In line with current market dynamics, we observe increasing 
interest from both strategic as well as financial buyers in the 
Industry 4.0 sector.

In the landscape of software systems used by industrial 
companies, enterprise resource planning (ERP) and product 
lifecycle management (PLM) systems are considered as backbone 
systems, hence key enablers of Industry 4.0. ERP systems 
integrate important business functions such as finance, inventory, 
procurement, production and customer relationship management. 
PLM systems manage the versions and lifecycle of a product from 
inception, to design, engineering and manufacturing, service and 
disposal.

A third rising technology in digitalizing company-processes is 
low-code software development platforms. These are visual user-
friendly platforms that allow developers to easily create apps and 
connect them with third-party application programming interfaces 
(APIs). In Industry 4.0, there are high expectations for the future 
of these three types of software systems, that are all capable of 
cleverly accelerating business processes.

KEY MARKET DRIVERS

Full automation 
of processes

Mass-
customized 
production

Predictive 
maintenance

Increasingly 
stringent 

sustainability targets
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European Industry 4.0 market (US$ bn)
European IT consulting and implementation 
services market (US$ bn)

Source: European Commission; McKinsey; Roland Berger; Statista Source: European Commission; McKinsey; Roland Berger; Statista

INDUSTRY 4.0 IS A CONCEPT OF DIGITIZATION AND AUTOMATION

2020A 2021A 2022F 2023F 2024F

52.4

2025F

24.5
28.5

33.2
38.6

45.0
16.4%

Digital transformation is complex and companies will need 
professional assistance to  tackle issues: think about the 
implementation of analysis tools and the integration of cloud 
platform  solutions. Businesses are expected to reach out to 
implementation service companies for  seamlessly deploying 
various digital solutions.

After the machines and associated technology have been 
implemented, maintenance is a key component. This is a 
range of services, including regular software maintenance, 

customer support for end-users, and application management. 
Maintenance and support contracts are generally sold 
in addition to a software license sale and are included in 
subscription license contracts by default. This type of revenue is 
highly recurring as it relates to backbone client-software which 
must continuously remain operational. In addition, this service 
line also leads to a natural flow of new consultancy projects, as 
new system requirements that arise along the way often require 
customizations that go beyond regular support.

2023F2022F2020A 2025F2021A 2024F

13.1 13.7 14.3 14.9 15.5 16.2

4.3%

Industry 
4.0

Horizontal and vertical 
system integration

Internet of things

Cyber securityAugmented reality

Additive manufacturing

Cloud computing

Autonomous systems Simulation

Big data
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Case Study
PE-backed cross border acquisition

THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION GROUP 
HAS RAISED DEBT TO ACQUIRE ONEPLM

The Digital Transformation Group, a portfolio company of Holland 
Capital, has raised debt to refinance its existing debt and acquire 
the British Siemens software specialist OnePLM. Through the 
add-on, an even stronger consortium is established that offers an 
extensive spectrum of IT services.

OnePLM is the market leader in Siemens Digital Industries 
Software in the UK and Ireland, providing Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM) related services.

OnePLM is added to the existing consortium of Magnus Digital, 
Dimensys, cards PLM Solutions and Appronto, which are 
operating in the Netherlands and Belgium. The consortium 
provides solutions of market-leading technology vendors SAP, 
Siemens and Mendix.

The activities are focused on Industry 4.0, which means integrating 

more technology in clients’ (manufacturing) environments to 
connect the physical and digital world. The consortium’s activities 
range from consultancy to software implementation, maintenance 
and support.

The Oaklins Debt Advisory team advised the shareholders of The 
Digital Transformation Group on the transaction by establishing 
and raising a tailored financing package at attractive terms. 

The deal was closed in Q3 2022, a period of increasing market 
turbulence related to inflation and a looming recession. Through 
close collaboration between Holland Capital, management and 
Oaklins, the right financing partner was found in Oldenburgische 
Landesbank (OLB). 

This transaction emphasizes Oaklins’ strong track record in private 
equity deals and the technology, media and telecom (TMT) sector.

“After the joining of forces of several of our portfolio companies 
into the Digital Transformation Group in February this year, 

the acquisition of OnePLM is a great next step in our buy-and-
build strategy. This further strengthens the group’s leading 

position within Digital Transformation.”

EWOUT PRINS
MANAGING PARTNER, HOLLAND CAPITAL

https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108437/
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Complete corporate finance service offering for 
PE supporting you in every investment phase

About Oaklins

Lead generation:

 - 500+ live mandates at any one time
 - Delivery of significant, tailor-made and high-quality contact network and 

dedicated sector experts around the globe

Holding period:

 - Identification and introduction to the most strategic add-on targets
 - Recapitalization, growth equity, restructuring and other financing solutions
 - Access to proprietary market intelligence on recent market trends, dynamics 

and developments based on our 500+ live mandates at any one time
 - Exit planning and positioning to maximize exit value

Acquisition process:

 - Full buy-side services that can build on our strong track record, dedicated 
sector expertise and strong contact network

 - Unbiased debt advisory services to optimize complex acquisition 
financing arrangements

Exit:

 - Full sell-side services built on our proven track record, dedicated sector 
expertise and strong contact network

 - (Pre-)IPO advisory

14
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Deep local roots,  
global commitment
Oaklins brings you opportunities from across the world and  
we meet you with our expertise wherever you are

Oaklins is the world’s most experienced mid-market M&A 
advisor, with over 850 professionals globally and dedicated 
industry teams in more than 45 countries. We have closed  
1,700 transactions in the past five years.

• Dedicated industry teams

• Extensive sector expertise by 
850+ professionals in 15 sector 
groups

• 60+ offices in more than  
45 countries

• Track record of over 6,500 
successfully closed deals

• Independent mid-market focus

• Entrepreneurial spirit and  
problem-solving mentality

About Oakl ins
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RECENT OAKLINS DEALS IN THE NETHERLANDS

“M80 aims to bring together companies with superior capabilities to save customers the frustration 
of working with mediocre IT vendors – we are thrilled to have convinced a quality player like 

Luminis to join this initiative alongside XPLUS. Oaklins’ deep IT expertise played a fundamental 
role in the identification of Luminis as the perfect pillar in building this powerful high-end 

platform. We could fully leverage their know-how throughout the full acquisition process. We look 
forward to taking further steps to strengthen our group in the near future.”

Carl anniCq
partner, m80 partners

https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108440/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/107872/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/107835/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/107833/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108157/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108331/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/107833/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108132/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108208/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108131/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108140/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/107991/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108286/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108441/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108300/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108355/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108165/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108349/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108152/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108308/
https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/deals/108437/
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Oaklins' dedicated sector experts have recently published market intelligence reports in various sectors, of 
which a selection can be found below. Please visit our website to download the full reports.

 

DECEMBER 2021
Robotics

DECEMBER 2021
Building Products

DECEMBER 2021
TIC

DISCOVER OUR OTHER PUBLICATIONS

MARCH 2021
Packaging

JULY 2021
E-Commerce

FEBRUARY 2022
Voice from 

China

APRIL 2022
Glass Processing & 

Finishing

MARCH 2022
Artificial Intelligence

MAY 2022
HVAC

MARCH 2022
HR

JULY 2022
TIC

OCTOBER 2022
Building Materials

https://www.oaklins.com/nl/en/
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/193312-cheese-takes-a-big-slice-of-the-retail-segment
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/192334-testing-inspection-certification-market-report
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/208240-sustainable-m-a-activity-in-the-tic-market
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/208316-robotics-report
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/208097-building-products-report
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/192334-testing-inspection-certification-market-report
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/192334-testing-inspection-certification-market-report
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/212915-evaluating-us-workforce-management
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/216511-energy-transition-related-tic-market-set-to-consolidate
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/218856-building-value-with-green-construction
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/210888-a-sustainable-future-in-packaging
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/215821-e-commerce-report
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/212465-ai-solutions-for-the-future-of-healthcare
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/214473-home-run-ai-takes-hvac-to-a-new-level
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/210619-voice-from-china
https://www.oaklins.com/news/en-NL/213771-rising-raw-material-prices-impact-glass-processors
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WE HAVE AN EXPERT FOR EVERY PROCESS

PRIVATE EQUITY SUPPORT ACROSS THE BOARD

OAKLINS NETHERLANDS GUARANTEES AN INDUSTRY EXPERT ON EVERY DEAL TEAM

  FRANK DE HEK
Partner
M&A Advisory 
Head of Private Equity
Amsterdam
T: +31 6 1397 9464

  MARTIJN DE WIN
Associate Director
M&A Advisory 
Co-Head of Private Equity
Amsterdam
T: +31 6 1993 4831

  BAS STOETZER
Partner
Debt Advisory

Amsterdam
T: +31 6 1286 6066 

  GERBRAND  
TER BRUGGE
Partner
Growth Equity & ECM
Amsterdam
T: +31 6 2937 9507

TECHNOLOGY, MEDIA  
& TELECOM

MARINE EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURE

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY

TESTING, INSPECTION 
& CERTIFICATION

TRAVEL & LEISURE

AUTOMOTIVE

HEALTHCARE
CLINICS

MEDTECH

HEALTHY FOOD

mailto:f.dehek%40nl.oaklins.com?subject=
mailto:m.dewin%40nl.oaklins.com?subject=
mailto:b.stoetzer%40nl.oaklins.com?subject=
mailto:g.terbrugge%40nl.oaklins.com?subject=
mailto:g.terbrugge%40nl.oaklins.com?subject=
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OTHER INDUSTRIES SERVED BY OAKLINS' TEAMS

 - AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
 - BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES
 - CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING SERVICES
 - CONSUMER & RETAIL
 - ENERGY

 - FINANCIAL SERVICES
 - FOOD & BEVERAGE
 - HEALTHCARE
 - INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY COMPONENTS
 - LOGISTICS

About Oakl ins
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Oaklins disclaimer

This report is provided for information purposes only. Oaklins and its member firms make no guarantee, representation or 
warranty of any kind regarding the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of its content. This report is not intended to convey 
investment advice or solicit investments of any kind whatsoever. No investment decisions should be taken based on the contents 
and views expressed herein. Oaklins and its member firms shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who 
relies on this publication.

© 2022 Oaklins. All rights reserved. 

Oaklins is the collective trade name of independent member firms affiliated with Oaklins International Inc.  
For details of the nature of affiliation please refer to www.oaklins.com/legal.


